
School Name, title, year

School contact details, who made the 

plan

1) Information about your school

Name

School Website

Roll, what preschool prevision it has

Staff number

2) What is a travel plan?

Brief description of what a travel plan is and why 
the school are developing one e.g. ‘a travel plan is 

a document which encourages people to travel to 

our site in an eco-friendly, healthy and safe way’.

What are the benefits that active and sustainable 
travel bring to the school, individuals and 
community.  (i.e. health, less congestion, clearer 
air etc). 

Why is your school writing a travel plan and what 
are they hoping to achieve from it? 
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6) This section is for school users, how can they help 

achieve the actions stated within the action sheets. 

How can help and what the school expects from people 

when travelling to school

e.g. if you live in the village try and walk/ cycle to school 

stating all the benefits, make use of the cycle parking 

(anything there they school is doing, or will be doing to 

encourage walking/ cycling, promoting the benefits –

possible a walk once a week project (WOW), cycle pass 

ports, route planning, pedometer challenge between 

classes, golden boot etc

Rules on where you should/shouldnt park/ drop off 

children – create parking policy that is supported by 

school parent/ council.  State why these areas are good/ 

bad.  

Encourage park and stride, find a suitable location for this 

and time how long it would take to walk from their to the 

school gate.

Promote responsible parking – not just the illegal parking 

that needs to stop but the irresponsible parking as well 

can be dangers to other children i.e. parking across 

pavements, drop curbs, driveways etc. 

Need to try and create a culture where all school users 

work together, all responsible for safety of all children not 

just your own. 



3) Consultation

What consultation took place and what were the results 

(information from surveys, you might like to include some 

graphs or pie charts)

• Pupils

- how do pupils currently come to school, how would they like 

to come to school

- how has this changed over the years?

- What are the barriers? 

• Parents? Discussions, online surveys, what are their 

opinions?  What barriers exist in their opinions. 

• Staff?

Action How can we 
achieve this

Who is 
responsible

Timescale
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4) Action Plan

5) Monitoring – when will this plan be reviewed? 

– Plans should be reviewed and updated 

annually.

Include a Map of your village or area 

around your school.  You can include 

any of the following information:

- walking distance map

- location for park and stride or areas 

people should avoid parking

- dangerous crossing points

- walking bus routes

- areas of road that need improving

- where crossing patrollers or 

crossing facilities are located

- Where is the cycle storage located?

- Are there any cycle paths? 


